Please remember that the My Donate facility has disappeared from our
website. This was because BT stopped funding it. Our new means of easy
donation was then via the Wonderful platform. Unfortunately, Wonderful
lost it’s backing, so now we are using Give.net. Look for it’s deep red
“Support Us” button on a number of pages on the website. You can use it
for one-off donations and regular ones too. For alternative ways to donate,
click on the purple button on the bottom right where you will find bank
transfer details, and a direct link to email our treasurer, Mick Lloyd.
Remember too that recently FAICM sent £4,638 to AICM in gifts purchased
from the Alternative Gift catalogue. Please look at the new leaflet for
possible presents not just for Christmas, but for any gifts throughout the
year. Ask for one through the post, or as an email attachment. It is on the
website too, under “Get Involved/Alternative Gifts”. Keep EasyFundraising
in mind when you buy on the internet. Information on how to use it is on
our website. It costs you nothing except a few minutes of your time. It has
raised nearly £800 since we started using it.
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Alocal newspaper report
To make a donation to the work of AICM, please complete this form and
send it with your name, address and cheque to:
The Treasurer, Friends of AICM, Mr Mick Lloyd, Greenleas,
Orchard Way, Cranbrook, Kent, TN17 3LN.
If you prefer bank transfer, use “Friends of AICM”, 40-52-40, Acc 00011431
I enclose a cheque for £..................

For general funds/specific purpose (specify)…………….....................
I am a UK taxpayer and under the Gift Aid scheme, I would like FAICM
to claim back tax on all donations until further notice.

Signed

The ceremony, officials on the left with spectators on the right
Date

Membership, Newsletter, Website and Sponsorship;
Mike & Gill Henderson, Tel:01480 466101, or
email: henderson_michael@sky.com
General enquiries:
Secretary - enquiries@aicm.org.uk (Copy this address onto an email)
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Precious and his AICM administrative team pictured recently outside the
AICM office. From left to right:Nixon, Marion, Johnson, Simon, Denis, Pride, Precious, Mollie and Peter
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Our front cover shows the new
AICM Executive Director, Precious
Arinda, and his team in Kabale.
Three of these are also new
members. They are Johnson, the new
AICM evangelist, Pride, the new
accountant and Simon, appointed to
be in charge of extension workers,
replacing Amos.
Please hold Precious and the team in
your prayers. As is evident by
reports in this newsletter, God is
working through them to reach out
to many vulnerable and needy in the
Precious Arinda
face of increased challenges caused
by the Covid pandemic and the lock down measures imposed. We
applaud them. Let us pray for all of them in the words of Jesus in
Matthew 5:16 " Let your light shine before others, so that they may see
your good works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven"

Recent Update on Interventions

During the first week of September, AICM began
some of the promised emergency health
interventions among the Batwa communities,
mainly centred on families, women and pregnant
mums. Among other supplies distributed were
"Mama" packages to pregnant mothers. The
screening process also discovered several children
still needing immunisations. Pictures are of
interventions at Murubindi and Rwamahano.

Dental Aid Outreach June ’21 with follow up in July
Trek FAICM
to Rwamahano
In 2020,
being thanked by
wereFaith
contacted
grateful
communities
by the
UK based
charity DentAid,
who have teams
in Uganda
offering dental
care to isolated
communities.
We put them in touch with AICM in Kabale and we praise God that in
June this year, Boaz, one of their Ugandan dentists, accompanied by
Denis and the team from AICM, led a team of dentists running field
clinics for some of the Batwa communities.
The
clinics took place
One of the
newthree
classrooms
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 Supplying rabbits to
encourage some Batwa with
rabbit husbandry.
 Supplying radio sets for
Batwa pupils to access radio
educational programmes.
(Radios also have a torch for
light).
 Supplying holiday
learning packages for primary
and secondary students.
 Continuing radio
messages on health care and
encouragement from God`s
Word.
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at Murambo in Butanda sub-county, Ryamihanda in Ikumba sub-county
and the Murubindi Batwa settlement. I will quote from the report sent
by Boaz:
Murambo:-“ Hundreds of them turned up and we were happy to have
the service. We had
96 extractions, 7
scalings and 14
Gifts for the Batwa
fillings. We
registered 234 people
including children
who attended the oral
hygiene talk and
received a toothbrush
and toothpaste.”
Ryamihanda:- the nearest dental clinic to here in Kisoro district on the
other side of the forest – over 60 km of winding rough road.
“The clinic was the most attended with more than 300 people. We
worked until we ran out of supplies. We had 171 extractions, 24 fillings
and 10 scalings. 288 people received toothbrushes and tooth paste, but
some went without.”
schoolupkitchen
Murubindi:-Murubindi
“132 turned
here,” Boaz states, “with 68 extractions,5
scalings and 9 fillings. All received toothbrushes and toothpaste. This
was no ordinary dental outreach and tested
our resolve to the limit. I want to thank my
team for the never-give-up attitude
demonstrated. All thanks to AICM for
organizing this, mobilising and caring for the
Batwa and taking us down there. We learnt a
few new things and honestly, we realised that
we had little impression about the affairs of
the indigenous people as it was. Thanks to
DentAid for sponsoring this event”
Boaz also returned for follow up care to all
three communities in July as he wanted to
make sure “all we had treated had relief and
were better off than before we found them.
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He reports that all who had
come with complaints had
healed well, but many now
had new complaints, and
others turned up who had
missed the earlier session.
He was able to offer advice
The 2018 Team
and give analgesics and
antibiotics to those who
needed them. He realised
that further interventions
will be needed and is hopeful of being able to provide these.
We need to give thanks for this provision and to pray that, together with
DentAid, we might be able to help fund this further work.
FAICM have long been aware of very necessary health interventions for
our Batwa communities. There is an ongoing link with Eye Care Africa,
which we reported on in our last newsletter. They would like to run eye
clinics in partnership with AICM. This is on hold because of raising the
necessary funding. If any of our supporters would be interested to
support health initiatives, giving can be restricted for these purposes.
Please contact our treasurer if you feel you could help in this way.

Covid, Lock down, and AICM relief measures

they can continue to serve so many vulnerable and distressed
communities during these difficult times. Thanks to another very
generous donation, plus some further donations to our emergency fund,
FAICM have been able to send over £4000 to enable them to address
the needs they see. Please join all of us and Precious and his team in
prayer as they plan. Some of the activities
they are considering are:

Continuing home visits among all
the communities to monitor needs, and
for Bible sharing, prayer and
encouragement.

Giving hospital ministry to the
sick.

Skills training for pupils not able
to attend school. Provision of community
based trainer for this and supplies of
handicraft materials for these projects.

Supplying basic health packs to
pregnant mothers.

Supplying sanitary wear for
women badly affected during lock down.

Continuing support with soap,
hand washing facilities and face masks.

On 7th June this
year Uganda
president
Museveni
declared a new
six week total
lock down in the
face of the threat
of increasing
cases of Covid 19 throughout Uganda. The disease was spreading,
hospitals were over flowing and many more deaths were being recorded.
This caused fear, anxiety, panic and shock amongst all communities,
with sickness and death amongst loved ones. All schools closed, many
having never opened since the previous year, churches closed and
4
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the near future so
that these families
and their children
can begin to benefit
from this provision.

Other AICM partner project activities
AICM has continued its partnership with Pilot Light organisation from
USA. Their projects are helping Batwa communities with VSLA`s (Village Savings and Loan Associations) which have enabled them to
purchase a variety of
seeds to grow
vegetables that promote
a healthy diet and to
purchase and rear
livestock. Livestock
purchased includes
pigs, sheep, ducks and
rabbits.
The Lake Bunyonyi
Project together with
Self Help Africa also continues. The team has maintained the digging of
water retention trenches and the checking of dams. They also continue
to monitor the tree planting. Numbers from the communities around the
lake involved in working with this project are 812:- 475 male, 253
female and 78 youths, plus 6 Batwa.

Continuing Covid Crisis and planned interventions
As AICM continues to meet together for devotion each morning they
are praying for ongoing wisdom and guidance from God as to how
8

the movement of people was severely restricted.
In another presidential address on 30th July, the
president partially relaxed some lock down
measures, but schools remained closed for
another 42 days.
Despite the challenges of the pandemic and lock
down, AICM, with our FAICM support, has
continued to operate and reach out to some of the
most vulnerable, often when the government has
not done so. From 16th to 17th June the AICM
team supported 174 Batwa households and
teachers with Covid relief items. This included
masks and soap to help prevent spread of the virus and supplies of
posho and beans to help lessen hunger challenges. Many Batwa children
would normally rely on the provision of daily food at our two schools
and some of the Batwa
harvests were badly
affected by heavy rain
in the last rainy season.
Again in July, from
21st to 23rd, further
relief supplies were
carried out in all nine
of the AICM Batwa
settlements. A total of
1.2 tons of posho, more
than 600kg of beans
and also salt and soap were distributed, this time under guidance from
the Local Districts of Kabale and Rubanda.

Schools and sponsored students
As we have commented previously, the effect of school closures, in the
case of some primary classes now for over 18 months, has been
catastrophic for thousands of children. Many parents of these children
have lost their livelihoods due to lock downs, and so already strained
living conditions have been made worse. Many children are at risk.
Johnson, the AICM evangelist together with Precious, and the whole
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team and extension workers have been
engaged in intensive support, encouraging
families and children from Scripture that God
can release them from fear and anxiety and
that only Jesus can bring lasting joy and
peace. Because of restrictions on travelling,
much support has been given via phone calls
and in addition AICM runs a radio message
daily on Voice of Kigezi radio with an
encouraging and comforting message from
Isaiah 41:10 “ Do not be afraid. I am with
you! I am your God - Let nothing terrify you!
I will make you strong and help you! I will
protect and save you!”
During the last week of July a
three day home visit targeting the
22 AICM sponsored students was
conducted. These are all secondary
or tertiary students. Food and other
relief items were given and also
home study materials. Three students who have completed their
studies will be given start-up kits.
These students have previously
been gifted rabbits and materials for rabbit hutches and the progress and
care of the rabbit rearing was monitored. The Word of God was shared
with these students and their families, and we give thanks that three
students committed their lives to Jesus and we pray for these three along
with all these students and their families
that their faith will deepen. AICM has
taken care of the maintenance and
security of the two primary schools at
Rwamahano and Murubindi during this
time of closure and we thank Kakambwe
and Davis who have continued to take
good care of the buildings. They have
been regularly cleaned and recently the
solar panel and guttering at Rwamahano
was cleaned too.
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Murubindi School Teachers House
As reported previously,
thanks to generous
giving, we have been
able to instruct the
builder to construct a
teacher’s and Lay
Reader`s house for
Murubindi primary
school. This project has
continued and, as of the
end of August, it is due to be completed. This addition to the site at
Murubindi is so helpful. It means the head teacher and also the Church
of Uganda lay assistant, both so important in the ministry to this
community, can live on site. In June, courtesy of funding from The
Grail
Foundation,
more
The
left-hand section
The right-hand section
new furniture for the
school was also
delivered:- 15 tables and
64 chairs, including 4
full size chairs for the
teachers. We are so
thankful to God for
generous funding from
individuals, legacies,
and from trust bodies
that has enabled over the
The new latrines
past two years, provision
of classrooms, head
teacher’s office, staff
room, boys` and girls`
latrines and now the
teacher’s house. This
provision will make such
a huge impact on this
community. Let us pray
for a return to school in
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